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ABSTRACT
Digital technologies, sensors, connections capabilities, infotainment devices are
literally invading the car interiors and are making users envisioning a sort of new
seamless driving modality. Today, instead, from the design research point of
view the crucial point is not the addition of other innovative functions inside a
car, already set in the complex mobility system, but the study of the human
ability to interact and manage needs in connection with personal tools. The
innovation lies in a rediscovery of natural gestures able to be operated with a
very low cognitive workload in a context that can be distracting and often safety
critical. In this way the current trend that plans to integrate more and more
visual attention demanding tools such as touch screens into the dashboard, is
transformed into a new driving experience through a filtered recovery mode of
interaction. The aim is to study which is the natural interaction language, how it
can be used to drive safely, sustaining the pleasure of driving. This perspective
considers, of course, the reduction of information that can be visualized but the
research analyses the opportunities that are provided by digital connections and
relations in order to simply activate functions fitted for the ongoing situation, for
the driver’s needs, for the car itself. The results of different series of tests,
during the research, bring out useful data to create correct interaction design
concepts, personalization utilities and possibilities of continuous updating of
durable systems as cars.
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1  INTRO D UCTIO N
The aim of the project described in this paper is to illustrate how to manage an
HMI car complex system compatibly with the primary task of driving using the
gestures language. Starting from the analysis of the current scenario and trends,
the study will analyse the critical issues identified so far by comparing them with
the related works and it will show which are the characteristics of the users. The
research therefore proposes the adoption of a set of gestures, defined natural,
that the driver has to accomplish without looking at the device.
2  THE COMPLEX SCENARIO, ACTORS AND TRENDS
In the short history of Interaction Design some events seem to recur cyclically.
The most difficult one to avoid is the so-called integration that could be defined
as the tendency to combine multiple capabilities into a single artefact. This

	
  

	
  
phenomenon can be illustrated by, for example, PCs and phones evolution. In
years 1970s computers were thought just for working but they became in 30
years also multimedia including video, infotainment, music instruments. Phones,
becoming smart, tried to resemble a PC also integrating cameras and sensors.
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Now it is the turn of the cars that are called digital and connected. It is hard to
say if this happened because of a propensity to insert more functions in order to
make driving safer and enjoyable, or because of the user’s need to use nomadic
devices in a car, but the sum of the two trends made the situation critical from
the point of view of interaction and safety. It is often said, in fact, that driving
has become increasingly difficult. In reality, the basic driving tools hold steady
since the years 1920s and, except for the positioning of some instruments in the
cabin and the reaction to commands that each car has, a common driver is able
to quickly get used to any car.
The addition of technology like sensors and cameras into a car is impacting,
from the human-machine interaction point of view, especially for the driving
tasks (automatic braking, lane keeping, parking aids and automatic guidance).
This kind of automation is hidden and introduces well-known problems if the
driver is out of the decision loop. However, it is determined to avoid or reduce as
much as possible damages in safety critical situations in which driver and
passengers, or the car itself, may be at risk. On the other hand the introduction
of touchscreen interfaces, nomadic devices, laptops, is rarely used for the
primary task of driving and even if applications are designed for this purpose
they are very visual attention demanding. Probably from the point of view of the
corporate communication the boasting of the ever-increasing ability to access
new features, contents and services is a winning strategy; from the point of view
of design it transformed a complex system into an interface that is confused to
understand and complicated to interact with. Currently, the integration-approach
is driven by three key players: the car manufacturers, the devices
manufacturers that in some cases coincide with the developers of operating
systems, the app developers. In detail, the interior car designers are keeping a
more conservative approach because they know regulatory limits, difficulties in
transferring information and they need to protect proprietary data. The device
manufacturers and the developers of OS aim to create a seamless experience like
with Apple CarPlay that recreates a user experience acquired on other
Apple’s devices. App developers, instead, adopted a really disrupting approach.
Taking advantage of the high computing capacity of the devices, compared to the
on-board systems, and integrating the capacity of connection with systems
such OBD2 they have been able to design apps with augmented reality
(iOnRoad, 2011), apps that manage fuel consumption in real time (Nubbu Apps,
2011), rather than apps that generate customized visual languages and
information (Ian Hawkins, 2011) (Figure 1).

Figure 1 - Screenshot of apps: iOnRoad, Efficiency, Torque

3  MAP OF THE CRITICALITIES
The criticalities multiply when personal devices are added to the increasing
number of functions and, consequently, of controls. The achievement of the
maximum number of tactile controls on a car control panel coincided with the
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market penetration of mobile devices with capacitive touch interfaces. At that
time the management of all the functions through menus, like on a PC, and the
touch interaction, as on a smartphone, was considered as the best solutions and
especially as the more desirable by potential buyers. Running after these
technological trends produced interfaces with:
  
  
  

  
  

information overload that generates an high mental workload (De Waard,
2005);
information architecture too complex and branched (DSRT, Unknown);
poor accessibility of commands for issues of size of the commands on the
screen, spacing between both the commands and the steering wheel (Viita,
2013);
lack of appropriate affordances and feedback (Richter, 2010);
sequences of actions that require a high hand-eye coordination that is often
distorted by the phenomenon of parallax (Rümelin, 2013).

All these problems, not necessarily added together, are not compatible with the
requirements of the primary task of driving.
The overload of information (Figure 2) is undoubtedly due to the large number
of features that can be managed. The iDrive, for example, could access to over
700 settings (Reissner, 2007). The overload is critical especially when the driver
needs only the information required for the driving. The information architecture
becomes so complex because the high number of features is branched out into
sub-functions that require too many taps to be reached. In these cases drivers
try to adopt the technique of the multiple glance to remain below the critical
threshold of two seconds.

Figure 2 - Cluttered information on a Myford touch version 2.0 on the right, previous one on the left

Commands managed on touch panels should be adequately proportionate to the
size of the fingers in order to be adequately operable; usually display sizes vary
from 7” to 8” with extremes as the 17” of Tesla T. At present, however, there
isn’t standardization neither of the info-architecture nor of the info-provision nor
of size and spacing commands. Some models try to mimic the smartphone grid
structure, at least for the selection of the function, but similarities are not
spotted in the modifying function screens. Besides, in accordance with the Fitts’s
law, the distance from the steering wheel and vehicle vibrations make the task
more difficult to be performed. On board touchscreens today usually are not
comparable to conventional tactile controls especially in the matter of affordance
and feedback. The flat surface of the screen is not, in fact, capable of offering
handholds or guides to the finger and the system response to the command is
often delegated to aural signals. In some cases a comparable result was
achieved with the introduction of capacitive commands with haptic feedback and
concave surface (Cadillac, 2011).
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The last criticality concerns the high eye-hand coordination required by a
touchscreen; coordination can also be downgraded by the parallax due to the
display position, usually on the bottom right with respect to the horizon line.
The tap interaction mode that has been chosen to completely replace tactile
controls is not compatible with all the functions in a car. Touch interfaces allow
direct interaction with selected objects, but their use has been designed in such
a way that the artefact has to be held with one or both hands and the gaze has
to be towards the action that is taking place. The mental workload can be
measured using the paradigm of dual task in order to validate or reject that
driving is compatible with other actions. In the case of a digital car, however,
this measure is no longer applicable, given that the tasks have become very
numerous and it is plausible to assume that the ongoing ones are at least:
driving, look at navigation, telephone conversation plus many other secondary
and tertiary tasks (Tönnis et al.). Some of them, like a phone call, then, require
not only to separate the conscious attention into two parts but also in two
spaces, using a very high amount of resources and degrading the performance
of the primary task (Norman, 2008). The sudden acceptance and market
penetration of touchscreen triggered confusion between needs, supports and
interaction modes.
4  U S E R N E E D S A N A L Y S I S
During the user’s description phase the research team found driving habits and
needs through two questionnaires administered in two phases to 130 and 118
people (aged 18 to 55 years). The habits favour the entertainment (65% of
drivers listen to the radio/music) while 25% of interviewed usually phone, 24%
exchange messages, 25% day schedule. In the needs case, the highest number
of responses is related to the communication category (including phone calls,
send and receive text messages, images, email) but other demands emerge like
getting real-time information, moving forward with one’s work, reading or
continuing what they were doing at home before leaving.
The questionnaire data are consistent with the definition of the relationship that
Generation Y (Tulgan, 2009) has with technology, especially the mastery of
multitasking. Recent research from Nielsen (Nielsen Group, 2014), however,
shows that 45% of the digital connected car holders is 55 years old and use the
its potential with different priorities. Although needs such as “Internet-enabled
communication” (58%), “car as a wireless hotspot” (47%) and “entertainment
connectivity” (45%) are considered very important and belong to the
communication category, many of the responses relate to security systems
(64%), assistance and diagnostics (51%).
All emerged needs can cheaply also be met through an OBD2 connected to a
smartphone, in this case the support. The interaction mode is, instead, based on
a set of gestures that allowed smartphones to have such a wide spread. This is
one of the reasons why car manufacturers rushed to incorporate touchscreens
inside the central console, hoping to recreate not only the look and feel of a
smartphone but also a familiar user-experience.
Data therefore seem to confirm the trend of technological information overload
inside the car, however, the difficulties in the interaction and the maintenance of
safety standards require at least some limitations (NHTSA, 2012). In this case
the design approach, instead of pointing to a greater simplicity, seems to be too
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confident in the technology. Designers and engineers imagine advanced systems
for autonomous driving or decision support enabling a higher tolerance to driver
distraction. The path of this project is focused, instead, on recreating a user
experience based on a grammar that should be familiar to the users transferring
an interaction mode, as gestures are, into a different complex context. This
method should be able to handle more safely the needs of users explained
above.
5  DESIGN GUIDELINES AND SYSTEMS COMPARISON
After creating a system with all the problems, the needs and abilities of the
users, the technology potentialities, the team adopted these main guidelines to
follow: the design of an interactive system should allow to operate without
looking at the device; the system should be interacted through natural and wellestablished gestures; feedback should be considered as multi-sensory, without
overwhelming the senses of sight. In detail, the project involves the design of an
interfaces system for the management of secondary and tertiary tasks of the
vehicle on behalf of a car manufacturer company that cooperates with the
department. The research attempted to identify, even before the definition of
the device to use and its the formal aspect, an interactive language that should
be natural (Buiatti, 2014) and that should guarantee to make the selection of
the function and its modification without taking the eyes off the road. In this
case the word natural means that a type of language is adopted by a large
number of people and for a long period of time so that it can be considered a
standard or, at least, a linchpin point of reference as the utilization schemes of
the subjects could be now considered a reference to interact with digital devices
(Rabardel & Béguin, 2005). Since the introduction of the first iPhone to date a
set of gestures have been adopted not only by almost all the devices, even the
ones produced by competitors, but they have been transferred to other artefacts
with capacitive screen or surface too. In the automotive field, some devices have
been inserted to provide a safer user experience and an interaction mode similar
to the tactile input interfaces in order to fix problems arising from the use of
touch screen. Useful examples are BMW iDrive (Figure 3), Audi MMI and
Mercedes Command and recently other tools have been incorporated in vehicles
of a lower range as Opel Insignia.

Figure 3 - The BMW iDrive knob

These control systems evolved shifting from a knob that be can be rotated (to
scroll through the options) and be pressed (to confirm the selection) to a
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multifunctional surface that can interpret signs, text input and gestures. The
interaction with these systems is done by operating the device with one or more
fingers and controlling feedback with eye gazes on a screen. That screen is often
touch in order to make the interaction accessible also for the passengers and it is
placed in the central console or in a slightly elevated position. Other examples in
literature show projects that try to decrease visual demand through, for
example, radial menu in which the touch action is location independent (Ecker,
2009). Several studies have suggested that these commands, despite appearing
very simple in their external aspect, are very difficult to use because of the
menu structure itself. Other studies attempted on the one hand to verify the
correspondence between gesture and command, on the other hand to mark the
actual effectiveness of the use of gestures compared to conventional tactile
controls and touchscreens (Bach, 2008). Also the research team operated a test
with regard to the existence of a unique match between gesture and function.
The test was applied to 30 people (aged 24 to 30 years) to draw the specific act
to: turn up/down, open/close, go to. For some actions the results confirm the
hypothesis. 80% of respondents chose a gesture to turn up/down, for example,
that is consistent with a swipe up/down, 13% drawn the same gesture using two
or (3%) three fingers; only 3%, instead, drew a bow that grows to the right
(Figure 4).

Figure 4 - Test results for the function Turn Up/Down, Go To and Close

The data analysis shows the impact that the different types of interface may
have generated in these years. Those who used two or three fingers were
probably recalling a trackpad experience connected to platforms like iOS or
Windows 8. Those who drew a bow seem to transpose an analogue knob control
into a digital gesture. There are other cases in the literature in which a similar
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test is proposed. Some studies require people who never had to deal with touch
devices to draw their specific gesture assuming that the ones drawn by system
designers are not necessarily reflective of user behaviour (Wobbrock, 2009). In
this way even if naïve testers are interviewed in most cases the results are
comparable with gestures already in use. The experimental investigation
becomes more complicated if the operations associated with the selected set of
gestures increase (Burnett, 2013), generating consensus only for a very limited
class of functions. The mentioned research points out that gestural interfaces
allow the driver to keep eyes and attention on the primary task, without
reducing performances, they usually reduce the execution time and they are
more error tolerant. The criticalities instead of these tests are usually related to
the lack of complexity, they do not address the issue with a systemic approach
(Bistagnino, 2011), even those where a real driving context is recreated. Tests
executed on a single operation do not allow evaluating, for example, mnemonic
limits to the number of gestures and functions and are also carried out without a
proper mix of feedback (visual, haptic, aural etc.).
These considerations come from the fact that gestures and the sets are mainly
tested on the audio management but modifying the audio already includes an
audio feedback by itself and so this does not require more complex mix of
perceptual output. Despite these studies leave completely open the selection
task question. The gestures used in the project are only the touch ones that are
operable on a support surface, the contactless ones have been excluded. This
choice has two motivations: a technological one and an ergonomically-cultural
one. The motion capture technology requires space and light conditions that are
still too problematic inside a car and, even if studies on this subject are already
conspicuous about gestures and spaces to be used (Riener, 2013), this
interaction mode has not reached the maturity and the spread necessary to be
called natural. From the cultural point of view then some doubts begin to
emerge regarding: the perception from outside the vehicle; possible
interferences in some cultures in which many of the gestures are habitually
used, for example, during a conversation (Loehmann, 2013).
6  GESTURES DEFINITION
So far gestures have been considered as an input mode only. The project
recovers, instead, tactile interaction features through the use of gestures in
order to reconsider the role of affordances (Gibson, 1979) and feedback in a
design driven approach. Sight is clearly the perceptual channel considered as the
most important and thus overloaded with signals. In this case the design
provides the driver with two different types of information: a quantitative one,
placed on an H.U.D. and a qualitative one on an H.D.D. as shown in figure 5. In
this way the necessary information, including that related to secondary and
tertiary tasks, may appear in the privileged visual field of the driver without
forcing him to look away from the road. In addition to the visually presented
information the project was enriched with audio signals that are located and
directed in the proximity of the driver. The device location has been chosen
according to the design guidelines, if in the first instance, this had led the team
to choose a hidden location, comparable to the one occupied by the handbrake,
during the design verification, it was found that this position could not be
associated uniquely to different types of car. Indeed, on a sedan the driver
posture is lowered and the interior spaces are bigger than on a city car that
usually includes a higher gearshift position.
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Figure 5 - Map of the information on the H.U.D. and the H.D.D. (Di Salvo, Tamborrini, Valpreda,
Gaiardo, 2013)

Figure 6 - Position of the device
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To take advantage of gestures, the position in which the driver has to operate
has been designed so that it can ergonomically adapt to different driving
postures:
  
  

one for the sedans in the central console and it requires a support for the
arm;
one for the city cars in front of the gearshift that requires a wrist support on
the shift knob, assuming that it will be sequential (Figure 6).

The number of functions, defined as the number of options the user can choose
while driving, has been greatly reduced. The first screen that could be called
“home” only has 4 macro functions: air conditioning, navigation, communication,
entertainment. The excessive branching of menus in the following screens has
been limited designing a minimal architecture that reflects the way users
interact. The number and the typology of gestures have been limited to those
considered natural and most simple to perform (those that do not require a
direct manipulation of the object) in order to obtain an interaction completely
not in view. Many of the chosen gestures come from other operating systems
because users accepted them as demonstrated before. To study this interaction
the team also explored the interaction of blind people with digital devices (Kane,
2011). Obviously, the hearing is exasperated in all cases, however, Siri, for
example, is able to work through gestures and other articles highlight a strong
spatial awareness of the users, for example, on a phone virtual keyboard (Vidal,
2010). The gestural interface is set on:
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access to the device (automatic using proximity sensor).
feature selection (tapping and dragging in 4 directions). The difference
between swipe and tap & drag consist of the execution speed and of the
mode the finger lifts the surface. The swipe gesture is done quickly sliding
the finger, in contrast, the tap & drag could help user perception providing
an appropriate haptic feedback when the threshold has been reached. Tests
carried out in the laboratory on a sample of 38 students have shown that in
60% of cases even the device vibration associated to the single tap wasn’t
perceived; this is due to the gesture speed. Similarly it would be impossible
to associate a haptic feedback to swipe as the finger would rise immediately
from the device. The tap & drag core gesture can be operated whenever it is
necessary to select an option from a minimum of 4 directions to a maximum
of 8.
parameter modification (4 direction swipe). As the related works have
validated, swipe up/down would increase/decrease a parameter like volume
or temperature; swipe left/right would go to the previous/next item. Surface
textures or innovative technologies can also be implemented (Kim, 2013) in
order to: create different haptic feedback, help the user making fine
adjustments communicating the distance.
go to another function in the same category (two finger swipe left or right).
This makes the user switch, for example, between many communication
modes like, phone, mail etc.
selection of split commands (swipe from the device’s edge). The user can
use the edge of the screen as a tactile affordance in order to separately
manage, for example, the temperature of the cabin.
search phase (Google Gestures Search+two finger swipe+double tap). The
Google gesture search algorithm lets the user turn the drawn letters/shapes
into input; it will be used with regard to the research of destinations
(navigation) or names (phone book). The focus of the interface will remain
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active on the most likely option, at that point the driver can use two-finger
swipe to scroll through the list and, once he reaches the option, he can
confirm through double tap.
return to the homepage or close the function screen. Test results show that
the desired gesture to close a function, in this case putting it in the
background, corresponds to a pinch-out but data are really noisy. In mobile
devices, however, this gesture corresponds to a zoom out, in order to send
an application to background a physical key is usually pressed. Other
methods should be evaluated to avoid interferences, such as the one used in
the youtube’s app that keeps the video visible in the lower right and, at the
same time, leaves room for a new search.
stop (five fingers tap) during the ongoing tests the five finger tap gesture
has been very well evaluated (Figure 7).

Figure 7 - Map of the gestural interaction and schema of the visual feedback
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Some design details such as the exploitation of the device edge clarify the path
of the research team about affordances. As a result of the first tests on gestures
for editing functions, the project provided a number of affordances in relief that
would help the driver in completing the task. However, in order to: be able to
handle even the selection task; to obtain a more fault tolerant device; to design
a flexible tool both for city cars and sedans it was decided to start the
experimental part with a flat surface (Figure 8).
7  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The work presented is determined to manage a complex HMI system entirely
with the use of gestures as inputs. The system has been tested in its subcomponents but it requires a higher-fidelity prototype in order to test the whole
system in real driving conditions. Future steps of the research will concern the
direct use of personal devices like smartphones as input devices so that they can
also handle other tactile incorporated gestures such as tilt, shake etc. The only
use of gestures does not ignore the multimodal approach that is still essential in
designing complex artefacts for so many different users as the car. It is not
therefore proposed to delete or not to consider options such as voice or future
applications such as eye tracking for selection.

Figure 8 - Settings of the test’s set with masked area end rendering with inverted masked area for
affordances
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